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building a sustainable city

The Brevard

Following a detailed feasibility study, NYSERDA rebates facilitated the installation of a combined-heat-and-power system.

1717 East 18th Street

Brooklyn

Holistic boiler, steam distribution, and control system upgrades improved heating performance and efficiency, greatly enhancing resident comfort and significantly reducing utility costs.

Cabs Houses

This comprehensive retrofit of an occupied, low-income multifamily building included an exterior façade insulation system that reduced heating loads and improved the building’s visual appearance.

The Charlton House

Replacing the existing water source heat pumps with air source heat pumps reduced water waste and ensured more comfortable interior temperatures in this large multifamily building.

3950 Bronx Boulevard

Bronx

Local Law 84 benchmarking inspired this steam balancing project, which added master vents, insulation, and modern controls to improve functionality while reducing energy use and operational costs.